
Chapter 3990 

Mark was helpless. 

He wanted to walk with his hands behind his back and pretend to be forceful, but he had to put down 

the air and reach out to catch the girl who jumped over. 

Maybe Yueyao was too excited. 

The jump was a bit too big. 

In the end, the pair of slender cocks were directly wrapped around Mark’s waist, and his hands were 

even hooked on Mark’s neck. 

This posture is very charming. 

At that time, the disciples of Tianshimen were immediately stunned. 

Their dream goddess? 

The majestic and inviolable Celestial Master? 

Can you see the indestructible idol of faith from a distance? 

Now, like a child, he got into a man’s arms. 

These disciples were shocked and hated in their hearts. 

I only hate myself for being incompetent, and I can’t let the sect master give them a hug! 

But the elders of the sect were even more red-eyed! 

“A sin…” 

“A sin…” 

“My old face of Tianshidao will be lost by her sooner or later!” 

These old guys are too embarrassed to watch this kind of scene. 

One by one is so angry that the liver hurts! 

“Sect Master, please respect yourself!” 

“Don’t forget, you are the sect master of Tianshi, not a wild girl outside!” The punishment Tianshi 

couldn’t take it anymore. 

But no matter how these old guys got angry, Mark and Yueyao ignored them. 

“I won’t see you for half a year, right?” 

“Okay, let’s go down.” 

Mark is very tormented, holding such a stunner in his arms, everyone is very tormented. 

However, Mark still looked down and said, “Yes, it’s big again.” 



Yueyao got off Mark and proudly raised the towering face on her chest: “That’s it! I, Yueyao, are not 

weaker than others!” 

It should have been the words of the scalper before that hit Yueyao. 

She was not reconciled, and in some aspects, she lost to what “Wan’er”. 

“A sin…” 

Yueyao’s frivolous actions almost vomited blood from the gods. 

No, I can’t tolerate their little junior sister so much anymore. 

If it continues like this, it is really possible for her and Mark to create a person for their Tianshimen. 

Tianshimen is a Taoist pure land, which pays attention to no desires and no desires. The requirements 

for Tianshi are even more strict, and it is strictly forbidden for Tianshi men to love women. 

Especially for a Tianshi sect master like Yueyao, if he really gave birth to some wild man, then their 100-

year-old reputation of the Tianshi sect would be completely rotten. 

“Sect master, the ancestors of the sect are in front of you.” 

“Are you going to disobey your ancestors and live up to your last teacher’s last words?” 

“Sect master please, come quickly and be punished! Follow the rules of the main gate!” 

These old guys started to use their predecessors to overwhelm Yueyao. 

Although Yueyao belongs to the kind of escapist character, but the Heavenly Master has a big favor for 

her. 

These words are indeed useful to Yueyao. 

Yueyao suddenly restrained a lot. 

She jumped off Mark and sighed: “Hey… I’ll go to collect the penalty first, and I’ll talk to you later.” 

Although Yueyao didn’t like these old guys, she finally broke the rules. 

In theory, these old guys are doing really well. 

But Mark stopped her. 

“Chu Tianfan, this is an internal matter of our sect and has nothing to do with you.” 

“No matter how domineering you are, you have to be reasonable.” 

“The sect master is willing to accept the punishment, what qualifications do you have to stop it?” The 

elders of the Tianshi Sect were all angry at that time. 

They were already wary of Mark, and felt that Mark was not a good person. 

Now that Mark is involved in the internal affairs of their sect, these old guys are naturally more 

disgusted with Mark. 



“Who says I’m not qualified?” 

“Yao’er is from my Dragon Temple.” 

“I am the Lord of the Dragon Temple!” 

“In other words, Yao’er is my Chu Tianfan!” 

“Apart from this hall master, who can punish her, who dares to punish her?” 

Mark sneered, showing his majesty. 

“you!” 

These old guys stared straight at Mark with anger. 

I can’t wait to call Shenlei to kill this savage guy. 

But come to think of it, these old guys are not stupid. 

They couldn’t beat Mark. 

But it doesn’t matter, just ignore him. 

“Sect Master, is the spiritual position of the old Tianshi right above it?” 

“Are you really going to live up to the high hopes of the celestial master?” 

“Please come and be punished consciously!” 

The Punishment Celestial Master looked at Yueyao. 

The rest of the Celestial Masters also stared at Yueyao. 

Yueyao sighed. 

“Mark, forget it.” 

“It was my fault.” 

“You should be punished if you are wrong.” 

“They are also upholding the laws of the sect, and they are also good for the sect.” 

“I’ll just go over and kneel and kowtow a few times.” 

“It’s just a form, and it won’t peel off the skin.” 

Yueyao comforted Mark, and then went over to accept the punishment. 

Chapter 3991 

Yueyao didn’t want to coax things out of control. 

She knew that Mark was also good for her. 

But the rest of the Celestial Masters are not doing well, they are just protecting the interests of the sect. 



In the end, it’s your own fault. 

Since she made a mistake, Yue Yao will naturally pay for her actions. 

Just like that, at the urging of these Celestial Master Sect elders, Yueyao finally knelt before the 

ancestor’s spiritual seat. 

“Please stop the ruler!” 

With a low voice from the Punishment Celestial Master, a ruler forged with special materials was 

brought up. 

The Punishment Celestial Master held a ruler and angered his subordinates. 

In front of everyone, the ruler in his hand smashed hard against Yueyao’s back. 

“It really hits…” 

Hearing the sharp sound of breaking through the air behind her, Yue Yao’s eyes suddenly showed 

bitterness. 

In her life, she spent all her time studying medicine, and didn’t care much about cultivation. 

Therefore, physical fitness is not strong. 

After this punishment, I am afraid that I will inevitably suffer some flesh and blood. 

Yueyao gritted her teeth, closed her eyes, and waited for the burning pain behind her. 

Bang! 

However, the stinging pain did not appear. 

There was only a low voice. 

“Um?” 

“what happened?” 

Yueyao turned her head suddenly, and saw that the ruler flew down, and the punishment Tianshi 

groaned, and stepped back in a messed up figure. 

“Ye… Mark?” 

Yueyao was shocked. 

She never thought that Mark would stand in front of her again, not only knocking the ruler, but also 

knocking back the Tianshi who was in charge of punishment from their Tianshimen. 

“Mark… I’m fine, you don’t have to worry, it’s just a form…” 

Seeing that something was wrong, Yueyao quickly dissuaded Mark and told him to leave the matter 

alone. 

“Shut up for me!” 



Mark suddenly reprimanded her. 

“Also in form?” 

“Blessing with strength, adding a ruler to your body, is this called taking a form?” 

“Destroy your reputation, hurt you, is this a form?” 

“You stupid girl, if it wasn’t for me to stop you, you’d be ripped apart with that whip just now!” 

Mark rarely gets angry with Yueyao. 

This sudden reprimand made Yueyao stunned for a moment. 

She opened her mouth to say something else. 

“shut up!” 

“Next, it’s none of your business to speak.” 

“Stand right behind me now.” 

“No more words, and this Dragon Lord will throw you out of here!” 

Mark reprimanded Yueyao like he reprimanded his disobedient subordinates. 

For so many years, Mark rarely played the majesty of the Dragon Lord. 

Even in the face of Gaia and the others, they usually get along with each other as friends. 

As for Yueyao, Mark is naturally more indulgent. 

All along, it was Yueyao who lost his temper at Mark, and Mark never trained her. 

However, Mark is fine if he doesn’t discipline, but once he gets angry, the majesty of the dragon master 

is extremely terrifying. 

Just like Yueyao at this time, under Mark’s reprimand, she lowered her head and did not dare to speak 

any more, she didn’t even dare to look at Mark. 

“Chu Tianfan, you are so deceiving!” 

“You are in charge of the heavens and the earth, you are also involved in the internal affairs of our 

sect?” 

“You are domineering and rude!” 

“Our door owner violated the rules and should be punished, and our door owner is willing to be 

punished.” 

“What qualifications and reasons do you have to stop here?” 

“Don’t think that we are afraid of you because of your high strength.” 

“The clay figurine also has three points of anger!” 



“To provoke us, our Tianshimen will burn with you and your jade!” 

Punishing the Heavenly Master for being beaten in public, these Heavenly Master Sect elders only felt 

that they had been beaten, and they were very angry. 

Moreover, what Mark did was too unreasonable. 

Simply deceiving too much! 

He is an outsider, why should he interfere in the affairs of our Tianshimen? 

What’s more, Yueyao didn’t say anything, the emperor is not in a hurry, what is his eunuch in a hurry? 

In the face of the elders of Tianshimen, Mark sneered. 

 


